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I: Student/Community Profile Data
Include the following:
● An updated student/community profile that includes the following: a brief, general
description of the school and its programs; the school’s vision, mission, and learner
outcomes; student and faculty/staff demographics; and student achievement data for a
three-year period.
● An updated summary of data with implications, identified critical learner needs, and
important questions for staff discussion.
Note: U
 se the current student/community profile and summary that has been updated annually since the last
full visit and other annual progress reports. (See Task 1 of the Focus on Learning manual.)

Del Campo High School is one of nine comprehensive public high schools in the San Juan Unified School
District. The school is located in a suburban community of Fair Oaks near Sacramento and was opened in
1963. The vast majority of the land within the attendance boundaries is filled with older residential
homes. In the current school year, approximately 83 students live outside the district attendance
boundaries and enroll through Open Enrollment (Inter-district transfers). Seventy-four students have
enrolled in Del Campo who reside within our district boundaries, but who have chosen not to attend their
home schools (Intra-district transfers).
Del Campo High School serves approximately 1700 students in grades 9–12 with a strong emphasis on
college preparatory courses. The school operates under a four-by-four block system. There are two blocks
of 18 weeks each in the school year that include two terms of nine weeks that are equivalent to one
traditional semester with four courses per block. Most courses are eighteen weeks while others are nine
weeks only. Each term, students earn five credits for each course, 10 per block. Students can earn up to
320 credits by their senior year with a required minimum of 280 for graduation.
Del Campo High School provides exemplary academic, athletic, and extra-curricular programs. The Air
Force ROTC has been ranked as one of the top in the nation and is consistently recognized as a
“Distinguished Unit.” The Decamhian is one of the most highly regarded yearbooks in the country and
has earned many major awards in scholastic journalism. Del Campo has four Career Technical Education
(CTE) pathways: Business Entrepreneurship (Kids Helping Kids), a 501(C)(3) non-profit organization
which serves to help young children with various needs ranging from college-bound students in need of
computers, to cancer-stricken children in pediatric units; Broadcast and Video Productions (DC Daily), an
award-winning live broadcast that received two SEVA Awards, first place in documentary and school
newscast; Fire Technician/Emergency Medical Response, a course where students gain first hand
knowledge in fire science and CPR; and Web and Social Media Programming and Design Authoring, a
course where students learn skills related to online web design. DC has an outstanding AVID program as
well. With over 50% of our student body participating in athletics, Del Campo provides a comprehensive
athletic program in the San Joaquin Section of the CIF.
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Vision Statement
Inspiring excellence, believing all students can and will learn, Del Campo High School will prepare every
student to meet the demands of higher education and careers, through innovative, challenging instruction,
and comprehensive support in partnership with the Cougar Community.
Mission Statement
Del Campo’s mission is to close the achievement gap by preparing all students for college readiness and
success in a global society.
Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SLOs)
SLO #1
Engaged learners who…
●

analyze and comprehend complex texts across all content areas

●

demonstrate literacy through effective communication skills in both written and oral expression

●

demonstrate digital literacy, including the ability to evaluate and cite sources

●

justify understanding by citing specific evidence

●

collaborate with other students to share information and solve problems

SLO #2
Responsible community members who...
●

demonstrate positive character traits

●

participate in the community in a respectful manner

●

are accountable for their individual actions and are respectful of others

●

demonstrate persistence when encountering challenging academic content or skills

SLO #3
Prepared graduates who...
●

set short term and long term educational and personal goals and use strategies to achieve them

●

make sound decisions about social, physical, emotional and mental health and demonstrate
resilience in the face of adversity

●

evaluate their strengths and abilities in order to make informed decisions about their
post-secondary plans
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Staff Demographics
Del Campo teachers are predominantly White (81%), 9% Hispanic, 5% Black/African American,
4% Asian and 1% American Indian/Alaskan Native.

Student Demographics
The Del Campo student population is primarily White (59%), 24% are Hispanic, 9% are
Black/African American, 5% Asian, 1% American Indian.
Analysis
Student enrollment at Del Campo High School has been relatively consistent averaging
1729 students over the three year period from 2016-17 to 2019-2020 school years.
During this three year time period, there was a slight increase in the Asian (0.31%), Filipino
(0.25%) and Hispanic/Latino (0.82%) populations. There was a decrease in American Indian
(0.42%), African American (.64%) and Pacific Islander (0.27%). The two more significant
changes show a decrease in the white student population by 3.14%, with 1.1% of the population
declining to state or identify with any of the group populations listed in the 2018-1019 school
year.
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Enrollment by grade level shows a typically higher number of 9th grade students enrolled than
other grade levels. There was an increase in the 9th grade student population from the 2016-17
school year to the 2019-20 school year by 30 students. Additionally, during the same time frame,
the senior student population decreased by 25 students.
Special Education Population is currently at 13.2%, an increase from 12% from 3 years ago.
There has been an addition of two Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) classes in the last two
years.
Student Achievement Data (3-years)
In this report, we have included data from both the California Department of Education
Dashboard and the San Juan Unified School District’s Assessment and Evaluation Planning
Department (Illuminate). The Dashboard data is based on the 2017-2018 school year, while the
Illuminate district data is based on the 2018-2019 school year.
Smarter Balanced Assessment Data (CAASPP)
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ELA
CAASPP ELA Performance Summary
Exceeding
Standard

Met
Standard

Nearly Met
Standard

Standard
Not Met

% meeting
or exceeding

2018-2019

16%

33.6%

27.5%

22.9%

50%

2017-2018

10.4%

36.9%

28.2%

24.5%

47%

2016-2017

7.7%

30.8%

31.6%

29.8%

39%
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Analysis of Smarter Balanced ELA Tests
From 2017 to 2019, we found that our number of students ‘Exceeding standards’ in the Overall
Performance went up from 15% to 21%.
From 2017 to 2019, we found that across all domains of Reading, Research and Inquiry and
Writing, our students have generally improved in the ‘Above Standards’ category; however,
Listening stayed approximately the same. Specifically, our Research and Inquiry showed
noteworthy growth (from 23% to 31%).
At/Exceeding group results
From 2017 to 2019, across all ‘special population’ student categories, the number of students
who are At/Exceeding Standards went up from 44.4% to 54.2%. Almost all student categories
(EL, Low income, Foster Youth, Hispanic, White, RFEP) increased ; African American and
Special Ed either went down slightly or stayed the same.
We attribute the increases in student scores to additional practice on the Smarter Balanced
released test questions and targeted instruction to low-scoring areas noted in these practice
assessments. The English department has also worked to create common curriculum and
assessments directly aligned to Common Core State Standards.
There is still work to do to help African American and Special Education students. One area we
are discussing is targeted intervention in DCAAEL. We are moving to a priority period where
teachers request students during DCAAEL who need the most help in improving skills. The
department is also meeting to discuss other means of intervention.
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MATH
CAASPP Math Performance Summary
Exceeding
Standard

Met
Standard

Nearly Met
Standard

Standard
Not Met

% meeting
or exceeding

2018-2019

15.2%

15.8%

25.2%

43.8%

31%

2017-2018

15%

19.7%

27.1%

38.2%

35%

2016-2017

12.9%

19.5%

30.9%

36.7%

32%
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Analysis of Smarter Balanced Math Tests
From 2015 to 2019, the percent of ALL Del Campo students “meeting/exceeding” standards
increased from 20.3% to 25.3%.
Increasing trends: The following percentages refer to “meeting” or “exceeding standards” on
the Math Smarter Balanced Tests for 11th grade students.
● African American students’ scores declined slightly moving from 10.7% to 9.1%.
● Low Socio-Economic students’ scores increased from 12.7% to 18.4%.
● White students’ scores increased from 21.9% to 29.2%.
● Reclassified English Proficient students also made improvement, moving from 12.5% to
23.3%, almost an 11% increase.
● Hispanic students’ scores showed the greatest improvement increasing from 7% to
18.2%, an 11.2% increase.
We attribute these increases in part to the implementation of the after school math tutoring
program which began 2018-19. We offer EL math tutoring after school as well. Though these
additional support programs are offered, we do not have as many students as we had anticipated
taking advantage of these opportunities. We need to find a way to encourage students, especially
African American/Black students to access the supports that are offered. Counselors are
informing students of the before and after school tutoring and we are encouraged that Link Crew
may be offering tutoring assistance during classes.
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Decreasing trends
Special Ed scores have decreased from 5.1% to 2.6%. However, it is hard to draw conclusions
about this data. We have added two Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) programs to the school,
increasing the number of students with severe learning disabilities. A little over thirteen percent
of the school population is Special Ed, which is up from 12.8% in 2017.
Despite the increase in student achievement, only 25% of our students score at the proficient
level on CAASPP. In an attempt to respond to these low scores, this school year we placed
Special Education students with the highest need of interventions with credentialed special
education teachers, thus removing them from a general education classes where they were not
receiving the support and smaller class size that the SPED classes offer. Both Sped math teachers
have two instructional aides in each class. There is still a great deal that we must do to increase
student proficiency in math. The co-department chairs have worked to create time for common
curriculum and assessment development. The next step is to reflect upon student data to refine
curriculum and appropriate instructional strategies to meet the needs of all students.
CDE/Illuminate Data Comparison
Discrepancies arise when comparing both sets of data. CDE data that we used in the initial
analysis was one year behind (2017-2018) and showed a decline in All categories where
Illuminate data (2018-2019) showed an increase. In addition, CDE includes 6 sub categories
which are not included in the Illuminate data. Those include: Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged, American Indian, Asian, Filipino, Two or More Races, and Pacific Islander. We
have included the most recent Data Dashboard information in the Appendix. This data was just
released last week.
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AP DATA

Analysis
The overall passage rate (a score of 3 or higher) of all AP students has remained steady over the
last three years at about 52%. In 2017, there were 169 AP students. In 2018, that number
increased by 13 to 182. In 2019, there were 177 AP students, a decline of 5 students. Despite the
decline in the number of AP students in 2019, 361 AP exams were taken; however, there was an
increase of 47 exams from 2017 when only 314 exams were taken.
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The number of students with scores of 3+ has fluctuated slightly from 89 in 2017 to 92 in 2018
to 91 in 2019. Overall AP scores have remained flat or declined slightly. AP Psychology is the
exception to this. In 2017, 43 students took the AP test; the average score was 2.56. In 2019, 62
students took the AP test; the average score was 2.48.
Although we have increased the number of students taking AP courses and exams, we still need
to work to increase passage rates of AP tests. The WASC Committee and School Improvement
Team (SIT) have discussed implementing an Advanced Placement PLC which will look
specifically at instructional strategies, test preparation, the impact of block scheduling and ways
to mitigate the lapse in time between fall course and a spring exam. Additionally, all AP teachers
request their students during DCAAEL in order to provide additional test preparation. AP
teachers are also offering after school test prep. We are also considering having AP teachers
excused from some testing (PSAT) in order to meet with their students to offer support within
the school day.
PSAT DATA
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Analysis of 10th grade PSAT scores
Of the 413 tenth grade students enrolled in the 2018-2019 school year, 84% (346) took the
PSAT. Almost 46% of all students met/exceeded benchmarks in Evidence Based Reading and
Writing. Four percent were approaching, while 34% needed to strengthen skills. Thirty-three
percent of African Americans met/exceeded benchmarks, 44% of Hispanic/Latino students
met/exceeded standards, 53% of White students met/exceeded benchmarks and 35.5% low SES
students met/exceeded benchmarks. Special Education students scored poorly; only 5.6%
met/exceeded benchmarks.
In Math, almost 26% of all students met/exceeded benchmarks. Thirteen percent were
approaching while 44.8% needed to strengthen skills. Fifteen percent of African Americans
met/exceeded benchmarks, 20% of Hispanic/Latino students met/exceeded standards, 28.5% of
White students met/exceeded benchmarks and 18.4% low SES students met/exceeded
benchmarks. Special Education students scored poorly; only 3.7% met/exceeded benchmarks.
Like the Smarter Balanced math test scores, the PSAT scores reflect the need for a deep focus on
developing the mathematical skills of all of our students. Having collaborated to create common
curriculum and assessments, the math department is now working to reflect on assessment data
to refine curriculum and develop more engaging instructional practices aligned to CCSS. Work
in PLC will be an integral part of this as well as full release days.
Analysis of 11th grade PSAT scores
Of the 371 11th grade students enrolled in the 2018-2019 school year, 79% (294) took the PSAT.
Forty-three percent of all students met/exceeded benchmarks in Evidence Based Reading and
Writing. Ten percent were approaching benchmarks, while 26% needed to strengthen skills.
Thirty-one percent of African Americans met/exceeded benchmarks, 31.6% of Hispanic/Latino
students met/exceeded standards, 47.8% of White students met/exceeded benchmarks and
32.3% low SES students met/exceeded benchmarks. Special Education students scored poorly;
only 4.7% met/exceeded benchmarks.
In Math, almost 22% of all students met/exceeded benchmarks. Ten percent were approaching
while 47.2% needed to strengthen skills. Almost 14% percent of African Americans
met/exceeded benchmarks, 11.4% of Hispanic/Latino students met/exceeded standards, 25.9%
of White students met/exceeded benchmarks and 10.8% low SES students met/exceeded
benchmarks. None of the Special Education, EL and Homeless students scored in the
Meets/Exceeds range.
Again the Smarter Balanced math test scores and the PSAT scores reflect the tremendous need to
focus on developing the mathematical skills of all of our students, especially those of color, EL,
low SES and Special Needs students. Having collaborated to create common curriculum and
assessments, the math department is now working to reflect on assessment data to refine
curriculum and develop more engaging instructional practices aligned to CCSS. Work in PLC
will be an integral part of this as well as full release days.
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A-G Completion Rate:
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Analysis of College and Career Ready Data
Del Campo has begun the work of increasing the low number of students (31.3%) who are
College/Career Ready.
This year’s incoming class, which will graduate in 2023, has newly established graduation
requirements outlined by the San Juan Unified District. All students must meet A-G
requirements to graduate. The focus has moved from meeting minimum graduation requirements
to meeting requirements set by CSU and UC systems. Students are now required to take three
years of math and science instead of the previous requirement of two years. Students are also
required to take two years of World Language. Previously, there was no World Language
graduation requirement. Additionally, counselors and teachers are encouraging students to enroll
in more rigorous and challenging courses. Students are required not merely to meet graduation
requirements, but to exceed those minimal expectations.
Equal Opportunity Schools (EOS) has also provided students with the encouragement and
support to enroll in Accelerated College Entrance (ACE) and AP courses. In the 2018-2019
school year, we increased the number of first-time AP enrolled students by 30, from 170 to 200.
In the Spring, the increase was 16 over the previous year. In the Fall of 2017-2018, we offered
six AP courses. In the Spring of 2018-2019, we offered 11 AP courses. In the Fall of 2018-2019,
90% of all 11th and 12th grade AP students passed one or more AP courses. In the Spring, 97%
of all students passed one or more AP courses.
We have also expanded our CTE offerings in the past two years to include Introduction to Arts,
Media, and Entertainment; Intermediate Film/Video Production (Concentrator); Introduction to
Building and Construction Trades; Introduction to Information and Communication
Technologies; Advanced Web and Social Media Programming and Design (Capstone);
Entrepreneurship/Self-Employment (Concentrator); Advanced Entrepreneurship
/Self-Employment (Capstone); Introduction to Emergency Response; Intermediate Emergency
Response (Concentration). Currently, we have 367 students enrolled in CTE programs.
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CTE Students By Path
In part because only 31% of our students were college and career ready in 2018-2019, San Juan
Unified provided funding for Del Campo to hire a College and Career Center Technician. This is
a new position on campus. Her responsibilities include but are not limited to: maintaining and
updating a library of resource material and information on colleges and universities and career
and employment opportunities; providing guidance and assistance to students and staff in
utilizing program equipment, systems and resources available to perform research pertaining to
college and/or career opportunities; providing assistance to students to aid in the completion of
various post-secondary education registration and eligibility forms and employment related
documents; facilitating presentations and workshops designed to enhance students’ job skills and
issues student work permits in compliance with the requirements of the California Department of
Labor.
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Del Campo High School Grade 9-12 On-Track for Graduation Rate
% of Students on Tack
Student Population

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

All

86.80%

80.90%

81.00%

Black/ African
American

75.60%

65.90%

74.60%

Hispanic/ Latino

81.30%

74.80%

74.50%

White

89.50%

84.80%

83.80%

EL

54.30%

45.80%

47.10%

RFEP

89.70%

81.90%

83.50%

FY

0.00%

2.00%

0.10%

SPED

86.60%

75.30%

80.70%

Low SES

81.40%

71.40%

73.40%

9th Grade

89.50%

81.20%

77.70%

10th Grade

82.90%

78.40%

78.50%

11th grade

85.10%

77.30%

82.70%

12th grade

89.90%

87.60%

87.40%

On-Track for Graduation Data Analysis
From 2016-17 to 2018-19, student population dropped by 64 students, from 1637 to 1573.
Overall, the number of students on track to graduate declined by 5.8%. There has been a
consistent decline in all subgroups of students on track to graduate. Black/African American
students declined by 1%, Hispanic students declined by 6.8%, White students declined by 5.7%,
EL by 7.2%, RFEP by 6.2%, SPED by 5.9 and low SES students declined by 8%.
Another area of concern is the number of students who leave Del Campo before graduation. In
2016-2017, there were 448 freshmen enrolled. By the 2017-2018 school year, 40 of those
students had left. By 2018-2019, only 371 students remained, a loss of 77 students. This loss of
students is primarily attributed to transfers to Visions and Choices, charter schools which offer
accelerated credit recovery options. Many of our incoming freshmen failed English, Math,
Science and Social Science courses during their two years in middle school. The district does not
require these students to remediate courses in order to move on to high school. Thus, many
students do not have a mindset that grades matter, that passing courses is a requirement to
“moving on” or graduation. Sometimes, students have not figured this out until they are quite
credit deficient and cannot graduate from Del Campo, despite numerous interventions and
encouragement to enroll in summer school to remediate courses and earn credits.
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Del Campo staff recognizes that we must work to provide academic interventions to students
before they transfer to alternative sites in order to recover credits.
We recognize that we still have much to do to improve the College and Career Readiness of all
of our students. We will continue with the new programs implemented and will focus on
additional interventions to increase student preparation.
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AVID Data
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AVID Data Analysis
The three year trend reflects a slight, but steady increase in the number of students enrolled in
AVID, from 11% in 2017 to 13% in 2019. Although the number of AVID sections has remained
steady, there has been a slight increase in the number of students enrolled in each section from
28 to 31. We have seen an uptick in the number of Hispanic/Latino, Black/African American,
Asian students enrolled in AVID (6%, 4% and 3% increase respectively).There has been a slight
decline in White students enrolled in AVID. In 2017, 65% of AVID students were White. In
2019 that number dropped to 52%.
A majority (61%) of students in AVID are female; 39% are male. This is likely due to the
selection and enrollment process of AVID students. This is a nation-wide trend that continues to
be an issue we are addressing. Our AVID teachers do reach out to students in middle school and
attempt to recruit more male students and students of color.
We have seen an increase in the number of seniors remaining in AVID. In 2017, only 6% of
AVID students were seniors. In 2019, 11% are seniors. For three years running, 100% of our
AVID students are taking courses allowing them to meet four-year college entrance
requirements. We are seeing a steady decline of those same students taking AP exams, from
100% in 2017 to 76% in 2019. In 2017, the coordinator of AVID required all students to take at
least one AP exam each year. Students struggled to pass the tests for a variety of reasons
including lack of preparation. Now, the focus is not on mandating that students take the exams
but on better preparation and selection of exams they are most likely to best perform.
AP teachers have taken notice and we are working to examine why students feel unprepared.
Additionally, as we expand our Accelerated College Entrance (ACE) course offerings, more
students are opting to take those courses instead of AP. The curriculum for ACE courses is
approved by the California State University, Sacramento. Students must earn a B or higher in
ACE courses to receive college credit from CSUS. This credit is transferable to any other
college/university and there is no charge to students for the courses.
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Attendance Improvement Program
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Analysis
The Attendance rate has steadily increased over the past three years, from 89.2% in 2017 to
94.1% in 2018 to 95.3% in 2019. Most notable are the increases for Black/African American
students, increasing from 86.5% in 2017 to 94.3% in 2019, an increase of 7.8%. Hispanic or
Latino attendance rates also increased over the course of three years, up 6.6%. White students
increased 5.8% over three years. Low SES improved by 6.9%; Homeless students attendance
increased by 8.6%, SPED students increased 9.3%. Our biggest increase was in Foster Youth,
improving by 12.6%.
Over 10 years ago, the district stopped providing any bus transportation for students other than
Special Education students. In some cases, transportation has been an issue in student attendance.
Our open enrollment students often must walk several miles, or navigate several bus routes to get
to school. This year, Regional Transit offered free bus passes to students who require
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transportation to public high schools. This has helped to increase our attendance rates.
Additionally, we have implemented a more proactive approach to addressing chronically absent
students. Last year, we created a tiered system in which we meet with students to address
attendance.
Step 1 meetings are held on a weekly basis with a group of students who have 6-11 periods
of truancy. The School Social Worker and Parent/Family Support Ambassador lead the Step 1
meetings. We have students sign an Attendance Agreement and spell out the consequences of
additional absences. This initial step is a warning to students and parents and a reminder of the
procedures for clearing absences and requesting early dismissals.
Step 2 is a one-on-one meeting with Vice Principals. These meetings reiterate the importance
of regular attendance and students are issued a Saturday School assignments if they have 12-17
periods of truancy.
Step 3 meetings take place with Vice Principals. Individual students with 18-23 periods of
truancy are issued two Saturday Schools and 20 days of social probation. Parents are contacted
and a Habitual Truancy Meeting is scheduled. Parents and students are advised that additional
truancies will result in a SARB referral.
Step 4 is for students with 24 or more periods of truancy. A referral to SARB may take place
based on the circumstances of the truancies. Students are placed on Social Probation. Work
Permits may be revoked.
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Winter School Survey Data Analysis
The Winter Survey Results reflect that a majority of students (68.7%), staff (73.9%) and parents
(72.2%) believe Del Campo sets high expectations and builds caring relationships with students.
Students (72.6%), staff (97.8%) and parents (86.2%) believe students are encouraged to continue
learning even when it is difficult. There is a decline across the board when asked if the school
climate is positive, nurturing and caring. Almost 41% of students, 65.6% of staff and 61.5% of
parents believe Del Campo is positive, nurturing and caring.
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Some students felt Del Campo was not positive and nurturing and caring because they did not
feel connected to a staff member or a peer. Some students related in the survey that they don’t
feel heard. This has been a major concern of students, staff and parents and we have worked to
address this need in a variety of ways. We began with Thought Exchange, an activity which took
place in Home Room. This event worked to bring students and staff together in inclusion
activities. the culminating activity was an “I am” brick wall which asked students to share a
single word describing who they are. We posted these “bricks” around the campus, reflecting the
varied personalities of students.
We continue to work to build a positive, nurturing climate on campus by creating week long
activities in Home Room. Link Crew, a student leadership club for juniors and seniors, has
worked to develop relationships with freshmen by celebrating students’ birthdays once a month,
hosting tailgate parties before football games, hosting movie nights. The staff is working to
increase the percent (40%) of students who felt like they were a part of their school.
In order to ensure that students have a voice in school activities, students took surveys in Home
Room and identified areas of need. In addition to activities related to the Student Information
System and Digital Citizenship, students identified social/emotional needs like Self Care,
Anxiety and Depression, Stress, Time Management and Cultural Team Building as areas they
needed support in. Because of these procedures and activities, both students and teachers
reported an improvement in rapport and trust among students and between students and teachers.
The Winter Survey also reflected a need to increase Meaningful Participation. 65.1% of students
and 50% of staff believe that students are prepared for the next step of their educational
experience. This ties directly with the College and Career Readiness indicators which reflect that
merely 31.3% of students are prepared for either college or career. The incoming class of 2023
has newly established graduation requirements which compel all students to graduate A-G
compliant. The focus has moved from graduation to college/career readiness. Additionally,
counselors and teachers are encouraging students to enroll in more rigorous and challenging
courses. Students are encouraged not merely to meet graduation requirements, but to exceed
those minimal expectations.
Equal Opportunity Schools (EOS) has also provided students with the encouragement and
support to enroll in ACE and AP courses. In the 2018-2019 school year, we increased the
number of first-time AP enrolled students by 30, from 170 to 200. In the Spring, the increase was
16 over the previous year. In the Fall of 2017-2018, we offered six AP courses. In the Spring of
2018-2019, we offered 11 AP courses. In the Fall, 90% of all 11th and 12th grade AP students
passed one or more AP course. In the Spring, 97% of all students passed one or more AP course.
We recognize that we still have much to do to improve the College and Career Readiness of all
of our students. We will continue with the newly implemented programs and will focus on
additional interventions to increase student preparation.
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Academic Performance: ELL
Preliminary ELPAC results for 2018-2019 and 2017-2018:
There was an increase of ELL students from 17-18 to 18-19 from 61 to 69. The overall results
of students scoring at level 1 increased from 41% to 43.48; Level 2 from 22.95% to 26.09%;
Level 3 saw a drop from 21.3% to 20.29% and a sharper decrease in our Level 4 from 14.75%
to 10.14%.
There was a decline in the Oral Composite score and the Written Composite Score from 17-18
to 18-19. The largest increase is in Level 1 for both Oral and Written scores. In 17-18, 27.87%
of students scored Level 1 and in 2018-19 over 40% of students were scoring at Level 1. Written
Composite scores improved at Level 2 from 18% in 2017-18 to 26% in 2018-2019. Overall, our
scores have declined in the last two years.
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II: Significant Changes and Developments
●

Include a description of any significant changes and/or developments, i.e., program
additions since the last full visit, changes in student enrollment, staffing changes.

●

Describe the impact these changes and/or developments have had on the school and/or
specific curricular programs.

Staffing Changes at Del Campo within the last two years (2018-2019 to 2019-2020)
Name

Position

Name

Position

Snyder, Greg

Principal

Khoklan, Anna

Counselor

Kent, Cindy

Vice Principal

Luce, Jennifer

Sr. Records & Reports Clerk Registrar

Bassett, Emily

Principal’s Secretary

Lukenbaugh, Sue

ICT - Textbooks

Best, Susan

Attendance Office Clerk

Magedman, Jackie

Teacher, English

Bartlett, Kathryn

College & Career Center
Technician

Mahoney, Raquel

Teacher, World Language (ASL)

Burns, Patricia

Instructional Assistant 3

Martinez, Taylor

Teacher, Science (Health)

Burr, Molly

Counselor

Mitchell, Kyle

Instructional Assistant 3

Carson, Sean

Teacher, SPED

Motley, Karen

Speech Language Pathologist

Covey, Dorrthee

Teacher, Science

Neely, Ashlyn

Teacher, English

Dimino, Ryan

Instructional Assistant 2

Pierce, Alison

Teacher, Science (Health)

Falcon, Delia

Teacher, English

Powell, Kim

Teacher, English

Favro, Michelle

Teacher, Electives (Art)

Rice, Kimber

Family and Community
Engagement Liaison

Giere, Jack

LVN

Robles, Scott

Teacher, Social Science

Gill, Geoffrey

Teacher, PE

Schaefer, Alane

Teacher, Math

Godby, David

Teacher, SPED

Schneider, Scott

Teacher, Fire Tech

Guess, Josh

Plant Supervisor

Unterholzner, Sovia Attendance Office ICT

Irwin, Kaleb

Custodian, Night

Verdin, Jose

Teacher, World Language
(Spanish)

Kalteis, Robert

Teacher, ROTC

Williams, Daniel

Teacher, Electives/CTE (Wood
Tech)

Kasavan (Selzer),
Sarah

Teacher, SPED (DHOH)

Ybarra, Klad

Custodian, Night Lead
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Major Changes
There have been a tremendous number of staffing changes in the past two years. Our previous
principal moved to another site and Greg Snyder, our current principal, came in at the beginning
of the 2018-2019 school year. We added another vice principal in 2018-2019 because of an
increase in enrollment. Most of the other staffing changes occurred because of retirements or
staff movement to/from other sites.
Additional changes that have taken place in the last two years since our last WASC visitation
include:
●

DC App-Communication
Implemented 2019, accessible by students, teachers, parents, community. The
App allows for access to student schedules and grades, upcoming events in the
community, tutoring schedules, etc.

●

Culture Weeks-Wellness Assemblies
Initiated in the 2018-2019 school year. Take place in Home Room. Culture weeks
and assemblies were based on student survey requests. Attempt to be more
student-centric and to build relationships

●

Common Preps for Science and Math
Initiated 2019-2020. Facilitate collaboration to develop common curriculum and
assessments

●

Physics for all freshmen students-2019-2020
More developmentally appropriate for freshmen, Bio-abstract and vocab heavy

●

Graduation on Del Campo’s campus
This last year’s graduating class of 2019. Open graduation to more students,
parents and the community. Promote school pride

●

Attendance Improvement Program
Reach out to students and parents proactively to improve attendance

●

Behavior Intervention Center
Reduce home suspension, increase academic support

●

ASL-new World Language class
Address two-year WL graduation requirement, reach out to students who struggle
in a spoken language, tie in to our Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program

●

A-G graduation requirements for current freshmen-class of 2023
Align graduation with CSU/UC requirements, increase college/career readiness

●

Staff culture building/team building days
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Improve trust, develop relationships, create collegial atmosphere
●

AVID combo
Allow students to take AVID and another course all year long, increase supports
for our C/”average” students

●

Health for all Freshman
Address need to reach all freshmen with highly relevant topics earlier in their high
school careers

●

New construction of Science/Tech building beginning in March 2020
Signature project focused on supporting NGSS and technology needs of 21st
century skills

●

Equal Opportunity Schools
Reach out to “marginalized students” to encourage access to rigorous instruction

●

Intervention TeamComprised of counselors, social worker, administration, meets weekly to discuss
at risk students, offer support and appropriate interventions

●

Safety School Officer (Todd Sanderson)
Retired Sac County Sheriff’s officer, promote a safe and secure environment for
all students

●

Clothes Closet
Social Worker has collected donations of clothing, shoes, school supplies,
hygiene products, etc. to assist students in need

●

Increase in the number of Credit Recovery classes
Continue to support students in meeting graduation requirements

●

Describe the impact these changes and/or developments have had on the school and/or
specific curricular programs.

Since the last full visit in 2017-2018, there have been tremendous staffing changes beginning
with the hiring of a new principal and the addition of a third vice principal. The change in
leadership has had a positive effect on Del Campo’s academic focus, curriculum development,
inclusivity and climate and culture. Mr. Snyder created a WASC/School Improvement Team in
2018 to address the WASC visiting committee’s concerns as well as the concerns of the students,
staff and parents. This committee has been meeting monthly to address the eight critical areas of
need outlined in the last WASC visit. Mr. Snyder has asked that department goals for the last two
years focus on curriculum development aligned to CCSS and NGSS, pacing guides, common
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formative and summative assessments and common grading practices. The administration has
facilitated full day release time for departments to work on creating this material.
The addition of new certificated and classified staff has had a positive effect on Del Campo’s
climate and culture. The new staff members are very open to the development of curriculum
aligned to both CCSS and NGSS. Additionally, the new staff members have not only embraced
this, but have also brought to the existing staff a broad-based experience in common curriculum
and assessments. This does not suggest that there hasn’t been some pushback by a few teachers
who have been at DC for over twenty years. Some staff members are a bit uncomfortable with
the shift in focus. Overall, the addition of new staff has proved to be beneficial to students and
staff.
The addition of the College/Career coordinator has helped students and families to access
important information. Career/Vocational skills workshops are open to both students and
families. Ms. Bartlett has facilitated college visits and brought college and university
representatives to Del Campo to speak to interested students and their families.
The expansion of our CTE offerings is another major change in the last two years. We now offer
Fire Technology, Construction Technology, Kids Helping Kids- Entrepreneurship Pathway, in
addition to the existing Web Authoring, and Video and Broadcast Production CTE programs.
DC Daily is a student produced, live, daily newscast to the entire campus at the beginning of
every 2nd period. In this capstone course, students learn the importance of journalistic
independence, impartiality, humanity, accountability and accuracy. In May of 2019, our students
earned two Student Educational Video Awards (SEVAs) in the high school division of “School
News” and “Documentary” categories. The SEVAs are a regional competition open to all K-12
students in the greater Sacramento region.
We have expanded our intervention programs to include Improve Your Tomorrow (IYT), Teen
Intervene, Recovery Happens, Link Crew and Students with a Voice (SWAV). These
intervention and support programs are focused on providing a variety of students with targeted
support specific to their needs. IYT works with at risk African American and Hispanic male
students working to reinforce positive behaviors and work ethic to ensure academic success in
high school and beyond.Teen Intervene and Recovery Happens focuses on students with
addiction issues and involves parents as well as students in the programs. Link Crew is made up
of juniors and seniors who work closely with incoming freshmen to provide social, emotional
and academic support to help with the transition from middle to high school. SWAV is a group
of students who have been trained to run Listening Circles to gather insight from the general
student body to ensure that all students are heard and their concerns are addressed.
Our systemic intervention program, Del Campo Academic Assistance and Extended Learning
(DCAAEL) has brought a slight increase in student academic achievement.We are not seeing the
impact we expected because many teachers and students are not using DCAAEL as an
intervention.
During the last WASC visit, the VC recommended that Del Campo employ more student-centric
procedures to benefit the climate and culture. Flexi-Sched is an online program we implemented
last year in order to allow students to direct their own DCAAEL interventions by selecting the
classes and teachers they need assistance in. Prior to this, students had to go to each of their
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classes throughout the week. There was no student choice as to the teacher or the number of
interventions they may have needed if students had a D or an F in a class. If students had an A, B
or C, students were directed to the Library, ACC or the cafeteria for study time. If a student
were failing one or more classes, he or she may sign up for assistance Tuesday through Thursday
in those classes only. Students were no longer forced into classes that they did not need
assistance in.
In 2018, we created Home Room classes for students on Mondays and scheduled DCAAEL
classes Tuesday through Friday.
Students, in a mix of grades 9-12, were enrolled randomly in a Home Room class. Students
remain with their Home Room teachers for four years. The purpose of Home Room is two-fold:
students and teachers work to create a more caring and collaborative culture, engaging in team
building exercises each Monday, building trust by engaging in conversations around issues
students have identified as areas of concern at Del Campo. Secondly, students use Flexi-Sched to
sign up for the DCAAEL classes they need for the week. Teachers help to advise and support
students in their selection of DCAAEL classes on Tuesday through Friday.
Students acknowledge that when we moved to Flexi-Sched to schedule DCAAEL classes, many
were using this time to meet up with friends, complete homework, socialize, etc. and not use it as
an intervention period seeking one-on-one academic assistance. Teachers acknowledge that they
have struggled with differentiated instruction and that teachers have not utilized DCAAEL as an
effective intervention tool. To address both of these issues, Del Campo has offered PD in
differentiated instruction and is working to schedule classroom observations wherein teachers
will observe other teachers employing differentiated instructional strategies. Additionally, we
asked the staff to vote to keep FlexiSched and allow students to select DCAAEL classes or to
create priority periods for students with the greatest academic needs. Staff voted to create
priority periods for students to provide more effective interventions. This change takes effect in
Block 2, Spring semester 2020.
The table below reflects a relatively steady GPA for all students in all four terms. In 2015-2016,
students showed a steady decline in GPA from Term One to Term Four. With the
implementation of DCAAEL, we see a steady GPA of 2.9 in Terms one and two and a slight
decline to 2.78 in Terms three and four. There has been a steady increase in GPA for low SES,
ELL and special education student populations. Despite this, the GPA of students has remained
relatively unchanged at almost a 3.0.We attribute this, in part, to DCAAEL where we have seen
an increase in teachers employing remediation and re-testing. We still have work to do to refine
this intervention program, including attendance accountability and differentiated instruction.
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III: Ongoing School Improvement
●

Describe the process of engagement of all stakeholders in review of the student achievement
data and the implementation and monitoring of the schoolwide action plan.

●

Describe the process used to prepare the progress report.

With the development of the WASC/ School Improvement Team, teachers, counselors, parents and
administration have reviewed data, including student, staff and parent surveys, testing data, etc. to gain a
better understanding of the needs of the school, specifically focusing on students and their academic and
social/emotional needs. The School’s Leadership Team creates professional development related directly
to our WASC Strategic Initiatives and training related directly to the needs of the students and staff as
elicited through school surveys and the feedback loop we have with the SJTA, etc.
The principal has shared information related to the eight Critical Areas/Schoolwide Action Plan at faculty
and department meetings. In these meetings, we have discussed the most recent CAASPP data, culture
and climate concerns/issues and surveys, suspension and attendance data. Staff worked in small groups in
faculty meetings and department meeting to address climate, culture and communication concerns. These
same groups worked to create and refine curriculum for each content area, creating common formative
and summative assessments, common grading rubrics, etc. All material has been uploaded to the Del
Campo Curriculum Folders in the Google Drive.
The WASC/School Improvement Team (SIT) has been monitoring the progress of each of the 8 critical
areas of need. This monitoring expands from the SIT team to the departments and then to the entire staff.
The Professional Learning Community (PLC) work is focused on development and monitoring of
common curriculum, common assessment scores, implementation of CCSS/NGSS and instructional
practices. This PLC work is ongoing. The administration monitors suspension rates and current Behavior
Intervention Center (BIC) strategies and their effectiveness. Staff and student surveys monitor DCAAEL
impact/needs of students. The Leadership Team has overseen increased cultural activities that include
certificated and classified staff. Schoolwide monitoring of Math and ELA CAASPP Smarter Balanced
test scores (revising/creating curriculum to address) has resulted in the Math department taking a release
day to rewrite Integrated Math 1, Integrated Math 2 and Integrated Math 3 curriculums to focus on depth
of knowledge. In January, Math department chairs will meet with counselors to align student placement
in grade level/support appropriate classes. The Math department meets in February with middle schools to
articulate curriculum. Counselors continue to monitor college and career readiness of students by
scheduling one-on-one meetings and having students complete senior surveys.
●

Describe the process used to prepare the progress report.

In the 2018-2019 school year, the principal created the WASC/School Improvement Team. The team is
comprised of members from each department, a classified staff member, vice principal and principal.
Cynthia Peterson-Counseling; Joe Ellis-PE; Alane Schaefer-Math; Katy Blackmon-English; Dave
Eidem-Science; Erika Acosta-School Social Worker; Erich Wohlenberg-AVID; Rich Hale-Social
Science; Rebecca Willingham-Financial Controller; Teri Berke-Vice Principal; Greg Snyder-Principal.
This team meets each month to discuss the WASC action plans and to review and revise the School Plan
for Student Achievement (SPSA). All discussions and decision-making were predicated on review of data
including student enrollment, ELPAC data, CAASPP data, AP test scores, Graduation Rates, Suspension
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Rates, College and Career Data, School Survey Results, Staff and Student Survey Data, Equal
Opportunity Schools (EOS) data, DCAAEL surveys and data, Climate/Culture surveys, Healthy Kids
Survey, School Plan for Student Achievement, Attendance Improvement Program, PSAT scores. This
approach was much more collaborative in that teams of teachers worked together to analyze the data and
to write analyses of this data. Teachers shared their findings with the group and additional insights were
shared.
Site Leadership Team (SLT) was also an integral part of reviewing data and preparing the WASC report.
The SLT is an elected body of representatives including certificated and classified staff and
administration that meets once a month to create and present professional development for the staff based
on Del Campo's Critical Areas of Need, teacher surveyed requests and department discussions on areas of
need. This team reviewed and analyzed data including student, staff and parent surveys, Smarter
Balanced test scores, AP test scores, suspension rates and attendance data.
The School Site Council (SSC), an elected body of certificated and classified staff, parents and students
also worked on the Single Plan and the WASC Probationary Report. SSC meets four times a year to
review the SPSA and WASC Action Plan in order to discern areas of need and the funds necessary to
continue to promote them. These bodies, representing a wide variety of interests, meet regularly to review
current school data to inform decisions which impact student learning, social-emotional support and
behavioral needs. The team discussed the eight areas for follow-up that the visiting committee
recommended. The SSC was integral to ensuring appropriate funds were allocated to address the eight
critical areas.
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IV: Progress on Critical Areas for Follow-up/Schoolwide Action Plan
●

Provide analytical comments on the accomplishment of each schoolwide action plan section
referencing the critical areas for follow-up addressed through each section; provide
supporting evidence, including how each area has impacted student achievement.

●

If any critical areas for follow-up were not included in the school’s action plan, indicate what
actions have been taken to address this issue and provide supporting evidence, including the
impact on student achievement.

Note: The school’s schoolwide action plan should have incorporated all the critical areas of follow-up or major
recommendations that were stated in the last self-study visiting committee report.

8 Critical Areas
1. Preparation of college and career readiness based on the college and career indicators.
The Visiting Committee identified increasing the low number of students who were college and
career ready as a priority. In order to increase student readiness, a variety of changes have been
made.
Beginning with the class of 2023, the San Juan Unified School District has required students to
meet a-g requirements to graduate from high school. Students will be required to take two years
of World Language, three years of math, and three years of Science to help address this need.
We have also expanded class offerings that allow students to graduate college and career ready.
We now offer five Career Technical Pathways, three Accelerated College Entrance courses, and
13 Advanced Placement courses.
It is anticipated that by providing the initiatives below, including the new district A-G graduation
course requirements, more students will graduate who meet the A-G college entry requirements
and/or complete a Career Technical Education (CTE) pathway.
College and Career Ready
❏ District’s change in graduation requirements (A-G requirements)
❏ CTE certificates that will give us an allowance in the indicators (Expansion of CTE
programs)
❏ CTE pathway expansion Kids Helping Kids (KHK), Wood
Technology/Construction, Fire Science, Computer Programming and Video
Production
❏ AVID College Readiness Curriculum
❏ Hiring of a Career and College Technician.
❏ Dual Enrollment with CSU, Sacramento’s Accelerated College Entrance (ACE)
program include: Spanish 3 and 4, French 3 and 4. We are working to expand our
Accelerated College Enrollment (ACE) and other dual enrollment offerings.
❏ Advanced Education opportunities at American River Community College.
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2018 Fall College/Career Equity Report
Though the dashboard does not indicate data that includes the ACE (Accelerated College
Entrance) completion rates, based upon the data provided, there is an obvious need to improve
students' college and career readiness.
Fall 2018 indicators show a 31.3% of students (374) are college and career ready with a decline
of 4.1% from the previous year. English Language Learners (EL) 15.4% (26 students) prepared,
an increase of 1.7%; Homeless youth 16.7% (30 students) prepared, an increase of 4.5%; low
SES 23.1%, a decline of 2.9%; Students with disabilities 2.1% (47 students) prepared, a decline
of 3.5%.
Race/Ethnicity breakdown of College/Career Equity Report
Twenty-six percent of African American students are College/Career ready, an increase of 13%
from the previous year. Almost half of all Asian students 46.2% (13 students) are college/career
ready, an increase of 9.8%. Hispanic students showed a decline in C/C readiness of 8.6%.
Currently 24.7% are C/C ready. White students numbers declined by 3.7% to 34.3 % prepared.
There has been a slight decline in college and career readiness for all students from 35.4% in
2016 to 31.3% in 2018. The Equal Opportunity Schools (EOS) effort has been an asset in helping
us directly communicate and encourage students from diverse ethnic backgrounds to enroll in
more Advanced Placement and Accelerated College Entrance (ACE) courses. More than 80% of
the first-time AP takers passed their courses in 2018. We believe that EOS has been a
contributing factor in helping to improve college and career rates among African Americans who
were 26.3% prepared, an increase of 13% from the 2017 school year. We still have more work to
do to ensure all students are college and career ready.
The district’s change in graduation requirements (A-G requirements) will help to increase the
number of students who are college and career ready as will the CTE certificates that will help
raise the percentages of students that will qualify by the Career and College Readiness
Indicators. Our expansion of CTE programs including Kids Helping Kids (KHK), Wood
Technology/Construction, Fire Science, Computer Programming and Video Production.
The AVID College Readiness Curriculum, that include the completion of a-g requirements for all
student participants, is another way we are working to help ensure graduates are college and
career ready. AVID students are strongly encouraged to enroll in more rigorous curriculum that
include Honors and AP courses. In-class support is offered by college students from our local
universities, California State University, Sacramento and University of California, Davis.
We are currently in the process of trying to improve upon our Accelerated College Entrance
(ACE) and other Dual-Enrollment course offerings. Currently we have several ACE courses
offered by CSU, Sacramento that include Spanish 3, 4, and French 3. Additionally, we need to
increase the number of students with Dual-Enrollment in our local community colleges,
including American River Community College (currently offering only CTE dual enrollment)
and Sierra Community College. We have been actively working with CSUS, and more recently
Sierra Community College to review course availability and offerings.
Hiring our school’s Career and College technician is helpful in advising juniors and seniors and
in providing the bridge between Del Campo and the college and career world. She is actively
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inviting students to attend on campus meetings with college admissions advisors, taking students
on college field trips, financial aid guidance and FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student
Aid) application completion, and college parent information night events. She also assists
students in the college entry and application processes.
Please see college and career ready data analysis in Area I (Student Community Profile Data).
2. Reduce the number of suspensions.
A key issue raised by the VC was not only the high number of overall suspensions but also the
disparity in African American suspension rates. Additionally, we used to employ an “on-site”
suspension once a week which was supervised by an off-site substitute teacher. This did not
allow students the opportunity to reflect on their behavior in a meaningful way or to receive
academic support. Since the 2017-2018 VC visit, our classroom and home suspension numbers
have dropped considerably because we have employed a variety of interventions and requested
that staff follow progressive discipline plan which involves more communication with students
and parents and requires teachers to employ discipline in a more measured and responsive way.
The purpose of the Behavior Intervention Center (BIC), established last year, is twofold: provide
students with the opportunity to reflect on their behavior while simultaneously placing students
with credentialed math, English, science and social science teachers who provide academic
support and one-on-one assistance.
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Suspension Data Analysis
❏ From 2016-2017 to 2018-2019, Del Campo saw a dramatic decline in home
suspensions from 14.04% to 6.8%.
❏ Black/AfricanAmerican students saw the largest decline from 28.75% to 13.38%,
Hispanic/Latino suspension rates dropped from 17.82% to 4.16%, White from
11.86% to 7.5%, ELL from 7.84% to 3.95% SPED from 26.6% to 11.6% and Low
SES from 20.09% to 8.8%
❏ With the addition of Progressive Discipline and the Behavior Intervention Center
(BIC), the In-Class Suspension rates have also fallen. From 2016-2017 to 2018-2019,
the overall class suspensions dropped from 29% to .55%. Black/African American
students’ suspension rates dropped from 70% to .64%, Hispanic/Latino suspension
rates dropped from 38.3% to .26%, White from 20.88% to .63%, EL from 17.65% to
1.32%, SPED from 40.37% to .93% and low SES from 40.37% to .93%.
❏ Overall, all campus behavior modification alternatives have significantly decreased
school wide suspension rates. Further, these disciplinary options have offered
classroom educators and administrators multiple means of behavioral accountability.
In 2018-2019, with the addition of the BIC (Behavior Intervention Center), we saw a dramatic
school-wide decrease in off-site suspension. In moving from the on-site suspension model where
students were isolated in a room with a classified staff member to the BIC model, which places
students in a credit recovery classroom with certificated staff, students now have the opportunity
to work directly with teachers, often one-on-one, to address academic areas of concern. Students
have access to technology to make up work missed in other classes or re-take quizzes and tests.
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The small classroom environment, no more than 20 students in the class, allows students the
personalized attention many of our at risk students need.
Though the suspension rates have fallen, we still need to address the root cause of the discipline
issued to students. Why are a disproportionate number of Black/African American, Hispanic,
low SES and EL students suspended by teachers from their classrooms? Most referrals from
teachers state classroom disruption, but what does that mean? How can we address these
disruptions in a meaningful way? Those are areas we need to investigate and address.
Three years ago, we presented de-escalation training to the staff. There was an overwhelmingly
positive response to the training and a request for additional training. Unfortunately, this has not
yet happened and the Leadership Team, which plans professional development, is working to
schedule this training.
3. Create and sustain student-centric, data-driven procedures to benefit the climate and
culture of Del Campo.
The Visiting Committee identified the need to maintain a clear focus on student outcomes and
high levels of achievement. Through the use of qualitative and quantitative student data, Del
Campo strives to continue to improve the overall school’s climate and culture. Surveys were
completed by students in the last two school years to gain their feedback on DCAAEL, taking
Health as a Freshman, Freshman Seminar, and district feedback in the Winter School Survey.
Del Campo held two weeks of Homeroom lessons during the 2018-2019 school year to address
student wellness and culture building. Students ran listening sessions with small groups of
students in November, 2019. On the first day of school in 2019, students gave feedback in a
Homeroom breakout session for homeroom culture building lessons for the 2019-2020 school
year.
❏ In 2018-2019 Del Campo staff and district staff held a School Culture and Climate
week in January, 2019 in response to a racial incident that occurred on campus.
District staff from the Equity Department supported Del Campo through this week
and implemented a School Climate Assessment Team. This team had meetings one to
two times a month and included students, parents/guardians, Del Campo staff
members, and District employees. These meetings gathered feedback on how to
improve school culture and plans were made to ensure more culture weeks were held
so that we continued to address culture. A Wellness week was held in the spring with
the following homeroom lessons: core values, substance use, stress and time
management, resilience, and an assembly.
❏ Information gathered from all students during the first day of school in a Homeroom
breakout session. This student data was reviewed and used to determine what is
taught during homeroom culture lessons in 2019-20. The Homeroom culture lessons
included: Digital Citizenship (10/14/19), Stress and Time Management (10/21/19),
Self Care - Anxiety and Depression (10/28/19), and Life Skills #adulting (11/4/19).
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❏ Scheduling of classes is predicated on student requests. Master schedule is built based
on this data.
❏ Seven students were trained by District staff to run Listening Sessions with small
groups of students at Del Campo to gather quantitative data for improving school
culture and climate. Listening Sessions were held November 6-8, 2019.
❏ Students With a Voice (SWAV) is a student-led leadership group on campus. In an
attempt to improve the culture and connectivity on our campus, the primary focus of
SWAV is to bolster mental health awareness, resources, supports and student
engagement among the student body. SWAV has obtained student survey data from
2017-2019 and administered another survey on November 22, 2019. From the 2019
survey on wellness and mental health, 64.5% of the students surveyed reported that
they or another student they know struggle with mental health issues. SWAV is now
in the planning phase of implementing a mental health awareness week in the spring,
monthly town hall meetings to gather student feedback, and lunchtime activities to
provide educational opportunities for mental health.
According to the 2018-2019 Winter School Survey in school climate, 66% of Parents, 63% of
Students and 63% of Staff, agree or strongly agree that our school fosters an appreciation of
student diversity and respect for one another. Seventy-six percent of students agree or strongly
agree that there is an adult on campus that wants them to do their best.
Our efforts have shown growth in students feeling safe at school. Almost 61% of students
reported in 2017-18 that they felt Del Campo was a safe place before and after school. In
2018-19, 62.1% of students reported that they feel safe before and after school. There has also
been an increase in students feeling like a part of a school community.
This school year, the Site Leadership Team held Professional Developments with a focus on
improving school culture. These included a staff team building day at the start of the school
year, a PD on Restorative Practices, and a PD on Fun Content and Delivery in the classroom. On
one of the PD days, three classrooms were selected to hold the PD as models to show staff how
to create a positive, warm, and welcoming environment. Staff who were interested in further
Restorative Practices training signed up for district trainings this school year. Additionally, at the
beginning of this school year staff participated in a training on the Why Try Curriculum to assist
with social and emotional principles to engage and work with youth.
*Note: Much of the information here regarding improved culture overlaps with Section 4 below.
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4. Improve communication, trust and professionalism.
The staff at Del Campo High School has made a dedicated and renewed commitment to use,
access, and promote various forms of communication that will benefit the school community.
These communicative efforts aim to help foster improved levels of trust and professionalism on
our campus. Included in these efforts are a new DC App, designed to keep our students and their
families updated on calendar events important to academic and extracurricular engagements and
deadlines. DC Daily, our outstanding live broadcast network, continues to be a valuable avenue
of information for our students. We now utilize Outlook Calendar to communicate all upcoming
events and to schedule facilities. Parents, students and staff have access to the online gradebook
and attendance reporting system, Q. This Student Information System allows two-way
communication between teachers and parents via email. Del Campo also uses School Messenger
to communicate mass phone calls, email and text messages.
Staff outings organized by our Sunshine committee are bringing our Del Campo professionals
together to socialize and discuss educational victories and concerns, and our staff meetings have
been organized with concerted effort to ensure open communication between all staff members,
including teachers, classified staff, and administrators.
❏ Outlook Calendar- Del Campo now utilizes an Outlook Calendar which is accessed
by all DC staff. It also sends reminders to staff of upcoming meetings and
appointments.
❏ DC APP- Announces Daily activities and noteworthy events at Del Campo ex: Spirit
days, testing schedules, end of grading periods...
❏ DC DAILY hardware updated across campus- Now broadcast live in analog and
digital
❏ Google Classroom Stream enables teachers to upload materials, notes, daily agendas
❏ Google Docs/Sharing- Leadership folder is shared by link to all staff so they can view
Leadership and Department Chair meeting minutes, and access presentations and
resources from staff professional develop
❏ REMIND- Several teachers and coaches uses www.remind.com or the remind app to
communicate with students and parents.
❏ Next Steps- Possible implementation of Communication Groups with staff. We have
scheduled a professional development, in January to introduce the concept to the
staff.
Though we have made changes in our modes of communication, staff and parents have voiced
concern that communication is lacking. At this time, it appears that our efforts must be focused
on ensuring all stakeholders know how to access and utilize these various modes of
communication to continue to build trust and professionalism.
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5. Create an assessment plan for analysis of data.
Departments have met to create common formative and summative assessments for each course.
Professional Learning Communities meet to discuss data to inform curriculum, re-teaching,
differentiation and instructional practices. We are in the initial stages of this process and are
continuing to refine common assessments and meaningful discussion of the data to fully inform
practices.
❏ The English department has collectively agreed that argumentative writing should be
our focus area. We believe that our students historically underperform in this area;
therefore, we have decided to give a common argumentative essay during each block.
After giving the assessment, we meet as a department to read student essays, anchor
our grading, and analyze the student data. This process reveals strengths and
weaknesses in our student performance, which then informs our instructional
practices.
❏ The World Language Department has been released two full days to work on refining
their common Spanish 1 and Spanish 2 curriculum and formative and summative
assessments. The French 1 and 2 classes also have common curriculum and
assessments. The American Sign Language teacher has collaborated with the ASL
teacher at Bella Vista to refine their common curriculum and assessments as well.
❏ The Science Department has created common assessments in Biology and Physics of
the universe.
❏ Biology has used the results from the semi-monthly exams to guide instruction and
curriculum in following units. An example of this would be changing labs and
lectures based on deficiencies in test results. Biology has also used this data to
change course sequence of units in the following block.
❏ Physics teachers share a common prep and review student performance on lab
results, quizzes, and summative tests. Teachers have greatly modified the pace,
breadth, and depth of the course based on the skills shown by the new freshmen
students.
❏ World History teachers met on two full release days to review the state standards,
create common formative and summative assessments. they also worked to create
common grading assessment rubrics.
❏ U.S. History is using illuminate to aggregate data from their formative assessments.
They use the data to modify their instruction for future units and reteaching of
learning targets not met.
❏ The Math Department has met regularly to create common curriculum and
assessments.
❏ The next step is to gather and compare data from these common
assessments to better support each other and our students, with the
goal of building formative assessments in Illuminate.
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❏ In February the department will be taking a release day to rewrite
the units for IM 1, IM 2 and IM 3 with the purpose of creating a
better flow of the curriculum from course to course to become less
broad, allowing for increased depth of knowledge of the content.
❏ At the most recent District Department Chair meeting we turned
our focus toward initiating articulation with the middle schools in
February. This connection and communication will be a benefit in
ensuring that prerequisite skills are included. Meetings with our
counseling department will aid in correct placement in their math
courses. In addition, a summer Bridge math course is offered to
support students with lower proficiency in math as a segway to
entering their high school course.
Several departments are already meeting in their Professional Learning Communities to examine
common assessment data. We still have a great need to analyze data, not merely within content
areas and PLCs, but also within departments.
6. Implement consistent differentiated instructional strategies aligned to common core
and NGSS.
8. Revisit and embed common core strategies throughout instruction.
(*Items 6 and 8 have been combined so that the emphasis on both instruction and differentiation
of instruction can be addressed.)
During the last WASC visitation, the Visiting Committee identified our need to differentiate
instruction. The rationale behind this initiative is based on teachers using teacher-centric
strategies, rather than student-centric strategies.
❏ Teaching on the block period, structuring class and teaching time as instructional
practices-next steps.
❏ Offering professional Development devoted to differentiated instructional practices.
❏ Working in PLC groups to align teaching practices within grade levels/subjects.
❏ Offering professional development to staff related to differentiated instruction, CCSS
instructional practices.
❏ Moving Physics of the Universe to the freshman level instead of biology. The team
works during their common prep developing common curriculum for all freshman
science. The move was made to better address the developmental and academic needs
of incoming freshmen. Units are now inquiry based on essential questions, where
students participate and create labs to discover the essential information to answer the
essential questions for each unit.
❏ The Science team works during their common prep developing curriculum and
assessments for all freshman science classes. The move was made to better address
the developmental and academic needs of incoming freshmen. Units are now
inquiry-based; students participate and create labs to discover the essential
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information to answer the essential questions. Moving forward, the department needs
to meet in PLCs to review data from common assessments in order to inform
instruction, address differentiated strategies and improve student understanding of
knowledge and skills.
❏ Math- Alternate supplementary curriculum is being used by teachers in IM 1 and
IM1/Support to enhance and differentiate content to become more student focused
with a greater level of student engagement. Common planning periods have enabled
greater use of common assessments and time to garner necessary data to drive
remediation. The math department will begin the process of rewriting the units which
comprise the courses of IM 1, IM 2, IM 3 by examining the essential standards each
course needs from the prior course. In this way, we can filter out overlapping
concepts and narrow the scope of basic concepts in each course which will allow for
a greater depth of knowledge. The Math department . . . . .Moving forward, the Math
department would like to facilitate articulation meetings with the middle schools.
❏ Utilizing Daily intervention offered through DCAAEL.
This work to employ CCSS instructional strategies is on-going. Professional development,
created and presented by the Leadership Team, is focused on these instructional strategies which
include: Increasing Text Complexity; Using Interactive Notebooks; Leading High-Level Class
Discussions; Focusing on Process, Not Just Content; Inquiry-Based Teaching and Learning
Approaches, etc. To ensure the instructional practices are effective, we need to move forward in
our PLC work and analyze our common formative and summative assessments as a way to
inform our teaching practices and review and refine our common curriculum.
Del Campo Academic Assistance and Extended Learning (DCAAEL)
Our systemic intervention program, Del Campo Academic Assistance and Extended Learning
(DCAAEL), offers opportunities for increasing student academic achievement. Students of all
grade and ability levels are enrolled randomly in a Home Room. The purpose of Home Room is
two-fold: first, students use Flexi-Sched to sign up for the DCAAEL classes they need for the
week under the advisement and encouragement of Homeroom teachers; second, students and
teachers work to create a more caring and collaborative culture. This extra homeroom period can
be beneficial for team building exercises, trust building between students and teachers, and
engaging in conversations around issues students that have identified at Del Campo.
The table below reflects a relatively steady GPA for all Del Campo students in all four terms. In
2015-2016, students showed a steady decline in GPA from Term one to Term 4. With the
implementation of DCAAEL, we see a steady GPA of 2.9 in Terms one and two and a slight
decline to 2.78 in Terms three and four. There has been a steady increase in low SES, ELL and
special education student populations. Despite this, the GPA of students has remained relatively
unchanged at almost a 3.0.We attribute this, in part, to DCAAEL where we have seen an increase
in teachers employing remediation and re-testing. We still have work to do to refine this
intervention program, including attendance accountability and differentiated instruction in the
DCAAEL classes. In essence, this area has mostly been an improvement to Del Campo that is
student centric. According to student surveys, almost 80% of students self identify as enjoying
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DCAAEL and over 56% of students use the period to get school work done. On a related note,
over half of surveyed teachers feel comfortable talking to students during Homeroom about
sensitive and emotional topics. Clearly students and staff members appreciate DCAAEL and the
academic and social benefits from this intervention period.

7. Revisit the implementation of Common Core State Standards to increase engagement in
all content areas.
Because of the disparity in curriculum, assessments and instructional practices within
departments, and specifically within the same courses, Del Campo focused on creating common
curriculum and assessments for each course offered. Some departments, including Social
Science, World Language, English and Science had full release days to help them create
common curriculum and common formative and summative assessments. Departments
continually upload curriculum, assessments, instructional material and strategies to the Google
Drive. This way all teachers have access to the same material. Teachers frequently upload
powerpoints, projects, lectures, primary source material, videos, etc. to the Google Curriculum
Drive to share with colleagues and increase access to material to both support and supplement
the Common Core State Standards. Additionally, departments regularly meet within their PLCs
to review common assessments and work to establish best practices to reteach material and refine
student skills. There was a major push this year to create common curriculum aligned to
Common Core State Standards within all departments. In the Google Drive, teachers, working
collaboratively, uploaded curriculum and assessments, grading rubrics, etc. aligned to Common
Core State Standards. Teachers are continuing to refine this work and meeting to discuss
instructional strategies to improve student engagement.
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❏ Common curriculum within departments: powerpoints, lectures, primary source
material, videos, and both formative and summative assessments.
❏ Teachers have collaborated to align curriculum to the CCSS.
❏ Curriculum is continually uploaded to the Del Campo Curriculum folders in the
Google Drive.
❏ Critical reading and annotation across all texts and contents.
❏ Departments regularly meet within their PLCs to review common assessments and
work to establish best practices to reteach material and refine student skills.
Moving forward, increased time for collaboration and sharing of practices will offer more
opportunities for common curricular assessment. When possible increase common preps among
PLC teams, which can further the creation of curriculum, modification of assessments and
sharing of best practices. Opportunities for technological professional development that focuses
on eliminating barriers for overwhelmed educators can allow for greater school-wide access.
Allow for more time for possible cross-curricular lesson planning and projects. Offer
professional development hours over the Summer to educators who continually align curriculum
to CCSS.
●

If any critical areas for follow-up were not included in the school’s action plan, indicate what
actions have been taken to address this issue and provide supporting evidence, including the
impact on student achievement.

All eight Critical Areas were addressed in Del Campo’s Schoolwide Action Plan.
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V: Schoolwide Action Plan Refinements
●

Comment on the refinements made to the single schoolwide action plan since the last
self-study visit to reflect schoolwide progress and/or newly identified issues.

●

Include a copy of the school’s latest updated schoolwide action plan.

Since our last WASC self-study and visit, we completely revamped our critical areas of need.
Our initial report outlined two areas of need: Reduce the number of suspensions and increase the
number of students who are college and career ready. Based on the reading of our self-study
report and their visit, the VC refined these two areas and added six additional areas of need.
Thus, our action plans have been completely revised to address the revisions and the newly
identified areas of need.
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Del Campo High School 2019-2020 Schoolwide Action Plan
Goal 1: Preparation of college and career readiness based on the college and career

indicators.

Growth Targets:

● Increase the percent of students college and career ready by 4.6%, from 30.4% to the
state average of 35%.
● Increase the number of students taking Honors, AP and ACE courses by 5%, from 40%
to 45% (37% enrollment in Fall; 42% enrollment in the Spring- 40% avg. yearly
enrollment)
● Counselors and administration will ensure that students are appropriately and
accurately placed in courses to ensure students are completing CTE pathways.
● Counselors and administration will work together to accurately place students in
courses needed for college readiness.

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Schedule students
into appropriate level
A-G courses

Counselors, Admin,
Spring 2020-ongoing
Teachers, District
Office
policy(ies)/recommen
dations

Counselor
one-on-one meetings
with students,
transcript reviews in
Home Room

Target and
recommend
‘marginalized’
students to take
Honors, AP, ACE
courses

EOS coordinatorsMark Uhler
Teri Berke
Honors/AP teachers

Spring 2020-ongoing

EOS reports

PLCs for AP teachers

Administration

Spring 2020-ongoing

Scheduled PLC
meetings with AP
teachers

Continue to offer
before and after
school tutoring

Teachers,
Administration

Spring 2020-ongoing

Tutoring schedule for
Fall/Spring Block
published and shared
with students, parents
and staff
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Goal 2: Reduce the number of suspensions.
Growth Targets:

● Reduce the number of African American student home suspensions from 13.38%
to 9 %.
○ 9% is representative of the school demographics
● Reduce the number of Special Education student home suspensions from 11.6% to
10%.
○ SPED population is 13.2%, a 1% change is an achievable goal
● Research/Create specific class(es) to address/support our most at risk students.

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

Spring 2020

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Provide professional
development to staff
in de-escalation
training

Leadership Team

Expand the Teen
Intervene and
Recovery Happens
Programs to support
students with
addiction issues

School social worker- Spring 2020-ongoing
Erika Acosta

Continue to work
with Cal. State
Univer., Sacramento
to schedule interns to
work with SW,
students and parents

Explore Academic
Game Plan

Administration
Jay Lottes

Spring 2020

Review previous
course, student
interest, revise course
to meet A-G req.

Continue to utilize
the Behavior
Intervention Center
as an alternative to
home suspension

Administration
Credit Recovery
Teachers

Spring 2020-ongoing

Review data to see if
repeat offenders
benefit and thus
reduce number of
suspensions
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Goal 3: Create and sustain student-centric, data-driven procedures to benefit the climate

and culture of Del Campo.
Growth Targets:

● Continue to elicit areas of need from students regarding social/emotional concerns as
self-identified by students.
● Continue to utilize Home Room as a means of building rapport/trust with students.
● Continue to use students’ course requests to create master schedule.

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Homeroom surveys

DCAAEL Team,
SWAV

Spring 2020-ongoing

Students take surveys
created by the
DCAAEL team and
SWAV. Survey
results used to direct
curriculum for
wellness weeks

Homeroom wellness
weeks

DCAAEL Team and
Homeroom teachers

Spring 2020-ongoing

Curriculum
developed and
presented to
students/staff

Student-centered
master schedule

Counselors,
Administrators

Fall 2020-ongoing

Student course
requests define
master schedule
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Goal 4: Improve communication, trust and professionalism.

Growth Targets:
● Continue to use essential communication devices (e.g., Outlook Calendar, DC Daily,
Google Platforms)
● Provide staff with PD in efficient use of current communication tools.
● Continue to offer staff-wide celebrations and social gatherings for inclusivity and
to develop trusting relationships.
● Create and Implement Communication Groups with staff

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

PD on Tech.
(uploading, accessing
shared curriculum)

Administration
Leadership team

Spring 2020-Spring
2021

PD created/presented
to staff

PD on campus
communication tools

Administration
Leadership team

Spring 2020

PD created/presented
to staff

Staff celebrations and
social gatherings

Sunshine Committee
Leadership Team

ongoing

Staff recognitions at
faculty meetings,
TGIFs, Potlucks,
Birthday Celebrations
Welcome Back to
School BBQ,
Retirement
celebrations

Create list of staff
technical experts

Leadership Team

Spring 2020

List of staff
resources- technical
expertise
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Goal 5: Create an assessment plan for analysis of data.

Growth Targets:
● Departments will continue to create and refine common formative/summative
assessments.
● Departments will review common assessments in PLCs.
● Departments will create and administer End-of-Year student surveys to track student
achievement and areas of struggle with course curriculum, standards, skills, etc.

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Develop/Refine
common assessments

Certificated staff

Spring 2020-ongoing

Common assessments
in all content areas

Review testing data

Certificated Staff

Spring 2020-ongoing

Illuminate data,
PLC data/minutes

Create End-of-Year
student surveys for
teachers/courses

Certificated staff

Spring 2020

Student evaluations
of teachers/courses

PD on Illuminate
Assessment Data
Tool

Certificated
Staff/Admin/Leaders
hip Team

Spring 2020-Spring
2021

Breakout PD sessions
on Illuminate
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Goal 6: Implement consistent differentiated instructional strategies aligned to common

core and NGSS.
Goal 8: Revisit and embed common core strategies throughout instruction.
Growth Targets:

● Ensure that teachers are aligning curriculum in content areas to CCSS and/or NGSS
Standards.
● Refine the structure and practices of DCAAEL as an instructional
intervention/remediation.
● Offer future professional development opportunities through staff observations, outside
guest speakers, etc.
● Send staff to other school sites to observe high-functioning academic intervention.

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Teachers work in PLCs
to continue to align
curriculum to
CCSS/NGSS

Administration
Department Chairs

Spring 2020-ongoing

Curriculum aligned to
CCSS/NGSS is
uploaded to the Google
Drive to ensure access
for all teachers

Create ongoing
remediation
opportunities for
students

PLC Teams w/in
Departments

Spring 2020-ongoing

A refined DCAAEL
format to promote
differentiated
instruction, employ
team teaching
practices

Create common preps Admin
for PLC Groups

Spring 2020-ongoing

Master Schedule

Conduct staff
visitations both on
and off-site

Spring 2020-ongoing

Teachers open
classrooms in Spring
2020 to demonstrate
differentiated
instruction during
DCAAEL;
DCAAEL Team will
visit other sites with
successful
intervention programs

Admin, Leadership
teams
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Goal 7: Revisit the implementation of CCSS to increase student engagement in all content

areas.

Growth Targets:

● Offer professional development on differentiation and best practices for student
engagement in the classroom
● Increase time for collaboration and sharing of practices will offer more opportunities
for common curricular assessment.
● Increase the differentiated instruction within the period and unit plan.
● Increase the use of GLAD strategies to engage all students
● Increase the number of courses within departments that share common assessments and
common key assignments (ex: lab assignments, term paper)

TASKS

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

TIMELINE

MEASURED
OUTCOMES

Offer PD on
differentiation

Leadership team

Spring 2020-Fall
2020

PD schedule
Powerpoints
Videos of faculty
meetings

Common Preps for
PLC groups

Admin/Counselling

Spring 2020-ongoing

Master schedule

Continue to offer
release days for
Departments/PLCs to
build curriculum and
assessments

Admin/ PLC teams

Spring 2020-ongoing

Common curriculum
Common assessments
Common grading
rubrics (all in Google
Drive)

Release time for
curriculum
refinement and
common assessment

Admin/ PLC teams

Spring 2020-ongoing

Common curriculum
Common assessments
Common grading
rubrics (in Google
Drive)

School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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APPENDIX
ELA Smarter Balanced (CAASPP) test data
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Math Smarter Balanced (CAASPP) test data
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College and Career Ready
On-Track for Graduation
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Suspension Data
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